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PART I:

THE LEADERSHIP OVERVIEW
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1.1. The Chairperson’s foreword

Professor Thandwa Mthembu
Chairperson

1.1.1. Introduction
Ever since the advent of the #FeesMustFall and #RhodesMustFall campaigns, our institutions have been marred by higher
levels of instability. Even after the presidential declaration of free education on 16 December 2017, unrest continued
to characterise our campuses – understandably, to an extent. The National Student Financial Aid Scheme (NSFAS), illequipped to implement the impromptu presidential decision, continued to dispense bursaries long after universities had
closed their enrolments for 2018. The significant policy instability related to financial aid and the new bursaries caused
much uncertainty among students and universities. Furthermore, the presidential declaration raised expectations in
students who had not previously applied for admission that they would be placed in universities in January 2018, because
they lacked understanding of how enrolment plans and admissions policies operate. There was much political exploitation
of this ill-planned introduction of a new system, with some politicians encouraging all and sundry to simply turn up for
registration at universities.
The door was thus opened for widespread protests in the first quarter of 2018, amid much confusion at institutions about
who was being funded and who was not. With more students being funded, a pressure point was created around
universities having to provide more and more accommodation. In this respect, the argument goes that if students are
NSFAS-funded, then the university must, willy-nilly, provide accommodation.
Demands for all sorts of further privileges have, unfortunately, been associated with increasing intimidation, threats and
violence on our campuses, which government does not seem to have any strategy to curb. Meanwhile, parents, guardians,
staff and students demand assurances that they will not be casualties of this increased violence. This has led to universities
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having to rely on private security providers when the police either does not have adequate capacity to maintain public
order or fails to respond urgently. In these circumstances of increased violence without adequate management by the
relevant authorities, universities continue to be objects of huge criticism for the so-called “militarisation” of campuses.
As if the ramifications of the new NSFAS system were not enough to deal with, labour unions at several universities went
on a rampage while demanding wage hikes above inflation. As already pointed out, students newly approved for NSFAS
funding demanded to be registered, to be given study allowances and, over and above all that, accommodation way
beyond institutions’ capacity. This was particularly disconcerting to universities where most students are NSFAS recipients.
While many were still owed funds from the previous academic year, newly entering students added to their woes. By
March, NSFAS beneficiaries had still not received their allowances, further fuelling discontent all round.
Consequently, university campuses have come to be associated with perennial instability – a particularly worrying
phenomenon, considering that the root cause of continuing dissatisfaction, namely a chronically underfunded system,
is not about to go away. Since revising the student financial aid scheme in December 2017 and implementing it from
January 2018, the government has shown an intention to curb tuition fee increases to the consumer price index (CPI). In
all likelihood this will become the central standpoint of the national fee regulatory framework, which has been awaited
since 2016 but might only be published in 2020. This spells a further reduction in the annual revenue of universities, even
though overall student numbers continue to rise and notwithstanding that some programmes and students could afford
higher fees. If the current trend of unrest continues and staff continue to demand salary increases higher than the CPI,
universities’ financial sustainability and their ability to maintain and improve the quality of teaching, learning and research
will be seriously threatened.
All of the above must deeply concern anyone recognising universities as being central to the construction and maintenance
of a more just, more humane, more compassionate, more equitable and more inclusive society. Any violence against
our institutions erodes their ability to continue driving projects of national development, building a globally competitive
economy, deepening our democracy and bringing to fruition a non-racist, non-sexist and socially just society.
In these circumstances, sadly, I inherited the chairpersonship of Universities South Africa (USAf) in January 2018. Needless
to say, every single day of my tenure thus far I have wondered what the future holds for our sector.

1.1.2. Loss of critical talent to overseas institutions
While South Africans should be deeply disturbed by the damage to infrastructure that universities sustain every year
(damage since the 2015 uprisings is estimated to be over R780 million), the most alarming impact is the human cost
to members of staff and to students. The widespread disruption of the academic programme has a negative impact
on success and throughput rates, on the quality of education and training and, by extension, on the graduates. The
academic process is fundamentally dependent on the trust relationship between students and academic staff; if this is
eroded, so is energy and much-needed willpower to carry on. It is no coincidence that the loss, to the sector, of critical
talent including at top leadership levels reached an all-time high in the past four years.
In 2018 alone, the USAf Board lost four vice-chancellors, two of whom exited the system to retire; the others took up positions
overseas. While on the one hand we applaud the transformation and fresh thinking that our institutions acquire with new
blood, on the other hand, continuity and stability of leadership remain paramount to the success of the academic
project. It was therefore with mixed feelings that we bade farewell to Dr Max Price (University of Cape Town), Prof Peter
Amunga Mbati (University of Venda), Prof Cheryl de la Rey (University of Pretoria) and Dr Albert van Jaarsveld (University
of KwaZulu-Natal) – all of whom had contributed immensely to robust engagements on the USAf Board in the quest for
solutions to common challenges plaguing our sector.
In the year under review, we also saw a decline in numbers of returning students. Even though this was limited to some
of our member institutions, it is a development that we are watching with concern, especially against the backdrop of
sustained instability in our system.
Another disconcerting trend appears to be, partly, an outcome of the violence in the country in general (including
xenophobic violence) and at universities in particular: a reduction in the number of international students. Given that the
growth in the total number of academics has been higher from among expatriates, it may be a matter of time before
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we see a reduction in expatriate academics, too. With a number of departments in universities, especially in Science,
Technology, Engineering and Mathematics (STEM), having many expatriates on the staff, our system might face severe
staff provision challenges in these scarce and critical fields.
As the Board reconciled with its loss of the four vice-chancellors, it happily welcomed Professors Sibongile Muthwa and
Tshilidzi Marwala, who, on 1 January 2018, filled the vice-chancellor positions vacated during 2017 at Nelson Mandela
University and the University of Johannesburg, respectively. Dr Duma Malaza took up the reins at the Mangosuthu
University of Technology in May 2018, whereas Prof Mamokgethi Phakeng assumed the University of Cape Town’s vicechancellorship in July 2018.

1.1.3. A productive year nonetheless
Notwithstanding our turbulent start to the year, 2018 turned out to be productive, nonetheless. The academic year
advanced and concluded without other major hiccups.
The USAf Board noted at our mid-year sitting in June that 2019 marked the final year of USAf’s five-year strategy. In
response, we decided to take a multipronged, long-term view of South Africa’s post-school education and training (PSET)
sector in order to understand what the sector would look like in the next 10 years, and to draw up a long-term scenario
plan matched with an appropriate level of funding.
To that end, we decided to investigate the following broad areas:
Higher education and society (the role of universities in the broader PSET system, and also in society)
The kind of growth (in size, shape and skills set) needed for universities’ long-term sustainability
Conditions to be met for universities’ long-term viability (e.g. adequate funding, differentiation within the system,
requisite infrastructure including student accommodation)
USAf’s strategy groups immediately started these investigations, which will probably take us to the end of 2019.
At our last sitting in October, the USAf Board endorsed the name World of Work Strategy Group for the group we had
been contemplating since the last quarter of 2017, which acknowledges the changing world of work and explores how
the sector can best prepare students for the fast-changing demands of the labour market. The group is a new addition to
our four strategy groups, namely the Funding Strategy Group, the Research and Innovation Strategy Group, the Teaching
and Learning Strategy Group and the Transformation Strategy Group.
The Board also endorsed four proposed work streams for the new group, namely:
a)
Impact of new technological trends and sociological changes in the workplace
b)
Work-integrated learning and internships
c)
Entrepreneurship development in higher education
d)
Graduate destinations.
USAf’s Executive Committee decided to get this new group off the ground and draw up its strategy and work programme
before identifying external partner organisations to involve in its work. The World of Work Strategy Group is expected
to commence its activities in earnest in 2019, once its terms of reference, strategic orientation, membership and an
operational plan have been finalised.
All our other strategy groups continued in the period under review and achieved notable milestones with their plans and
priorities, as reported in Part II of this report. Part III of this report deals with our governance committees.
At our October meeting, the USAf Board decided to participate in the global OA2020 initiative, a worldwide campaign
to abandon the current subscription route to accessing scholarly journals across the globe in favour of an open-access
model of unrestricted use and re-use of scholarly outputs based on a “pay-for-publication” model. This model promises
transparency and sustainability of publishing costs. Many countries had already joined the OA2020 initiative and had
been lobbying South Africa for some time to follow suit. The Board approval granted a mandate to the USAf office to start
participating formally in ongoing meetings, the next of which was to take place in Berlin, Germany, in December 2018.
Conversations about OA2020 will continue into 2019.
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1.1.4. The Board welcomes Minister Naledi Pandor back
We welcomed the reappointment to the Higher Education and Training portfolio, in March 2018, of Minister Naledi Pandor.
Dr Pandor had been for many years an active participant in key debates relating to higher education transformation
and the contribution of our universities to knowledge generation, building a competitive economy, the deepening of
democracy and the deliberate construction of a more equal society.
Minister Pandor wasted no time in appointing an administrator to remedy the inefficiencies at NSFAS, giving due priority
to unresolved issues of 2017. By the second half of the year, indications were that Dr Randall Carolissen, the appointed
Executive Administrator, was making headway. Our hope was somewhat raised that 2019 could yield even better results,
at least from the NSFAS perspective.

1.1.5. Conclusion
As we strive to rescue the sector from the verge of collapse, we look to Minister Pandor to steer it towards recovery.
Hopefully, over time, all stakeholders, particularly staff and students, will be convinced to rethink their strategies and
refocus their attention on teaching, learning, research, innovation and engagement. Collectively, we need to restore our
universities to their former glory for future generations.

Board of Directors

I wish to extend my gratitude to the Board of Directors of USAf for continuing to give direction to this association, and for
continuing to discharge their fiduciary duties with diligence – often in very difficult circumstances, both at their respective
institutions and in USAf.
We owe our success in keeping the USAf machinery running to Professor Ahmed Bawa, the Chief Executive at the USAf
office, and senior staff who continued to give undivided support to all our organisational structures, particularly the
Executive Committee and the Board of Directors. We know we can continue to count on that support in 2019 and beyond.

Prof Thandwa Mthembu
Chairperson

universities south africa
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1.2. The Chief Executive Officer’s report

Professor Ahmed Bawa
Chief Executive Officer

1.2.1. The context
The Universities South Africa (USAf) office operates with a very lean staff complement. Periods of instability on our campuses,
negotiations with the Department of Higher Education and Training (DHET) and NSFAS, and engagements with the South
African Union of Students (SAUS) all cram the early part of the academic year. Considerable investments in time are
always necessary to understand the root causes of issues affecting our institutions and help find remedies at the national
level. Nevertheless, the USAf office invariably gets a great deal done to deliver on the organisational mandate. Things
were no different in 2018.
I am pleased to report on the work done this year in helping the sector navigate the policy arena, advocacy and
coordinating sector engagements to achieve numerous strategic objectives.

1.2.2. The Emerging Researchers Study
Initiated by the Research and Innovation Strategy Group in 2015 and following a grant from the Department of Science
and Technology (DST), the study was commissioned to the Centre for Research on Evaluation, Science and Technology
(CREST) at Stellenbosch University for implementation during 2017. CREST presented the study findings to USAf in February
2018.
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The study identified the following:
The profile of lecturers and senior lecturers in South Africa’s university system
The proportion of lecturers and senior lecturers who are research-active; that is, publishing and actively seeking
research funding
Key drivers in South Africa’s public university system that prevented young scholars from progressing towards
becoming active researchers
Key enablers for, and impediments to, building a pipeline of emerging researchers.
Since this study’s findings were published, the sector has had two engagements dedicated to them. The initial feedback
meeting was held on 8 March 2018, where Prof Johann Mouton, head of CREST, presented headline findings to senior
executives and heads of research in public universities. The latter engaged with and gave inputs to the findings in time for
the report to be finalised and submitted to the DST, which had funded the study. Stakeholders next engaged on this issue
at the 6th Biennial Research and Innovation Dialogue from 31 May to 1 June. However, the time allocated at the Dialogue
alongside other matters proved insufficient to do justice to the issue. It was then decided to dedicate attention to this
matter at yet another platform, which would probably take place in 2019. The Emerging Researchers Study did however
deliver answers to our desktops. The sector is now sufficiently equipped to identify appropriate strategies to transform and
capacitate our institutions for the future.

1.2.3. A Study on HE Impact on the Economy
The study that we planned in 2016 and secured funds for in 2017 was launched in 2018, when we commissioned it to two
senior researchers in our system. The study essentially calculates the contribution of the higher education sector to South
Africa’s economy – in which higher education is considered to be a distinct and significant economic sector. A report is
expected by mid-2019. The USAf office hopes that once a national picture emerges, the findings will inspire similar studies
at a local level, for example in cities. This study will include some kind of assessment of the value of higher education in
producing non-tangible outcomes such as improving the quality of our democracy.

1.2.4. The 6TH Biennial Research and Innovation Dialogue
The two-day Dialogue successfully concluded on 1 June. It covered seven themes, namely:
Best practices for postgraduate student support
Results of the study on emerging researchers
National Site Licence and Open Access Project (OA2020)
Inter-institutional collaboration including the establishment of doctoral training centres
The macro-climate for innovation
Internationalisation of higher education
Funding for postgraduate studies.
The biggest success of the Dialogue was to show funding solutions available for postgraduate training. Government
presented options via DST and DHET; other presentations were from the National Research Foundation, the Association
of Commonwealth Universities and the British Council. Three private-sector organisations also presented their positions on
investment in research and development in South Africa.

1.2.5. Realigning institutional cultures
As a direct response to the concern expressed in 2016 by the Teaching and Learning Strategy Group, that students’
learning experience was not getting the attention it deserved, the USAf office partnered with the University of the Free
State’s Centre for Teaching and Learning (CTL), which administers three globally benchmarked yet deeply contextualised
survey instruments to understand student/lecturer behaviour, provide actionable data about areas that institutions can
focus on changing, while also strengthening institutional capacity to effect change. The three instruments are:

universities south africa
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The Beginning University Survey of Student Behaviour (BUSSE)
The South African Survey of Student Engagement (SASSE)
The Lecturer Survey of Student Engagement (LSSE) – administered alongside the SASSE to measure lecturers’
perceptions on the importance of students’ participation in high-impact practices (HIPs).

USAf, in collaboration with the CTL, produced three reports based on data drawn from these reports and aggregated
for the sector, to facilitate understanding of students enrolling on our campuses, what they expect and what institutions
can do to meet these expectations, and what strengths students bring. USAf’s intention is to encourage adaptation of
institutional cultures to address the needs of students to enhance their learning experience and optimise their success.
The reports will be distributed throughout the sector early in 2019. The value of these reports will be actualised when deans
and heads of departments take charge to familiarise their staff with the data, and to encourage them to use the findings
to adapt their teaching and optimise the way they interact with students.

1.2.6. National Site Licence and Open Access Project
Following the mandate, granted by the USAf Board in October, for USAf to get formally involved in the Open Access
Project (OA2020), I represented South Africa along with representatives from the National Research Foundation (NRF) and
the South African National Library and Information Consortium (SANLiC) at the 14th Open Access Conference held from 3
to 4 December in Berlin, Germany. As South Africa’s delegation we made important contributions alongside other nations.
China and the University of California system declared their commitment to the OA2020 project. It was also announced
that Sweden had cancelled its contract with Elsevier to pressure it to negotiate abandoning the “pay-to-read” model
in favour of a “pay-to-publish” one. Germany, the University of California system, the Netherlands and Norway have all
moved towards aligning themselves with Sweden.
The Berlin Conference culminated in a declaration of commitment by the 37 participants from around the globe to
facilitate a full and complete transition to open access. In a show of strong consensus, the 37 participants announced as
follows on 4 December:
-

We are all committed to authors retaining their copyrights
We are all committed to complete and immediate open access
We are all committed to accelerating the progress of open access through transformative agreements that are
temporary and transitional, with a shift to full open access in a very few years. These agreements should, at least
initially, be cost-neutral, with the expectation that economic adjustments will follow as the markets transform.

In South Africa, engagements on open access, dating back to 2015, occurred in a working committee comprising
representatives of USAf, the Academy of Science of South Africa (ASSAf), DHET, NRF and SANLiC. However, much
work remains to be done to bring all stakeholders in the knowledge enterprise to agreement. We anticipate extensive
engagements in the sector during 2019, which should lead us to a common South African position to share with our global
counterparts in due course.

1.2.7. BRICS Academic Forum 2018
The Brazil, Russia, India, China and South Africa (BRICS) 2018 Academic Forum was hosted in Stellenbosch from 5 to 7 July.
Chaired by South Africa, the Forum of Senior Officers succeeded in shifting the BRICS agenda away from bureaucratic
preoccupation towards a more academic focus. The BRICS Network University was conceptualised at meetings in China
in 2016 with the idea of building collaborations between scholars and universities in the five countries by co-offering
master’s and doctoral degrees.
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The main outcome of the 2018 Forum was the approval of six research and postgraduate study areas across the BRICS
countries, namely:
BRICS Studies
Economics
Energy
Computer Science and Information Security
Ecology and Climate Change
Water Resources and Pollution Treatment.
A budget of R1 million was allocated to each of six national technical committees tasked with initiating the work of
structuring master’s and doctoral degrees in these areas with counterparts in Brazil, China, India and Russia. The work of
the Academic Forum is implemented in the BRICS Network University, a forum of 56 universities spread across the BRICS
countries to collaborate in these six thematic areas. The research areas were endorsed at the ministers’ forums which took
place two days after the Senior Officers’ Forum, and later also ratified at the BRICS Heads of State meeting, also hosted
in South Africa.
The next course of action is to draw up plans across the thematic research areas to determine the requisite funding for
each. Future engagements in the Network University will look at questions such as who would accredit the research
projects that may emerge and who would decide on quality. The next meeting, after five years, will be hosted in Brazil. In
between, several mid-term meetings of all groups – at least four times a year – will be conducted, mainly through videoconferencing. Meanwhile, in South Africa, indications are that the DHET might pass the responsibility of coordinating the
Academic Forum to USAf.

1.2.8. Developments in strategy groups
USAf’s strategy groups are all chaired by sitting vice-chancellors. The establishment of the new World of Work Strategy
Group saw Prof Henk de Jager, Vice-Chancellor and Principal at the Central University of Technology, nominated and
appointed its chair. The departure of some vice-chancellors during the year also necessitated a change of guard in
some of our groups. The University of Mpumalanga’s Vice-Chancellor, Prof Thoko Mayekiso, was appointed Chair of
the Research and Innovation Strategy Group to succeed Prof Cheryl de la Rey. Nelson Mandela University’s new ViceChancellor, Prof Sibongile Muthwa, was appointed Chair of the Funding Strategy Group to succeed Dr Max Price. The
chairs of the Teaching and Learning Strategy Group and the Transformation Strategy Group were retained.

1.2.9. The EDHE programme
A series of engagements, started in 2017 between the USAf office and the DHET’s University Education Branch, culminated
in an agreement at the beginning of 2018 for the Entrepreneurship at Higher Education (EDHE) programme to become
a USAf programme. This was in recognition of the fact that universities, as centres of entrepreneurial development, are at
the heart of the EDHE initiative. We welcomed this responsibility and took over the EDHE programme with effect from May
2018. Established at the end of 2016, the EDHE programme aimed to achieve:
-

-

Student entrepreneurship, i.e. mobilising the national student and graduate resource to create successful enterprises
that will ultimately lead to both wealth and job creation
Entrepreneurship development in academia, i.e. supporting academics to instil an entrepreneurial mindset in all
students and graduates by offering relevant knowledge, transferring practical skills and applying business principles
across disciplines
Developing entrepreneurial universities, i.e. creating an environment conducive to universities’ adapting
strategically and embarking on projects to generate third-stream income through innovative business ideas.

universities south africa
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The programme is being funded for three years, starting in 2018, from an R18 million grant from the University Capacity
Development Programme (UCDP) of the DHET. EDHE has also embarked on raising additional funds for new activities.
EDHE was inspired by the growing youth unemployment, the resources available at universities, the national drive for small
and medium enterprises and the need for third-stream income at universities.
By the end of 2018, the EDHE programme had made significant progress and established a notable entrepreneurship
ecosystem in the public university sector. These milestones are reported in detail in Part II of this report.

1.2.10. The HELM programme
Due to budget constraints, the Higher Education Leadership and Management (HELM) programme last offered training
in the first half of 2015. Since then the programme has undergone restructuring to ensure maximum impact in the sector
and to make it financially sustainable in the long term. Since approval by the USAf Board of the HELM concept document
for 2016-2020, major developments have followed. In response to a USAf request and proposal, the DHET included HELM
in the UCDP and grant that the DHET was introducing in 2018.
The USAf office acquired a new director in the form of Dr Oliver Seale, who took up office in August. He has since developed
and implemented numerous training events aimed at vice-chancellors, deans, heads of schools, executive directors and
directors.
The milestones realised in the year under review are reported in detail in Part II of this report.

1.2.11. Conclusion
Needless to say, it takes person power and time to conceptualise, think through, plan and coordinate every engagement
event for meaningful outcomes. In this report I have accounted for only a selected fraction of activities coordinated at
the USAf office. I have neither touched on outcomes of our work in governance committees other than the Executive
Committee and the Board of Directors, nor on work taking place in communities of practice and other engagement
events that we inevitably accommodate along the way. These are accounted for in Parts II and III of this report.
As I thank the Board of Directors and all other stakeholder groups for making it a pleasant experience to support their
work, it would be remiss of me not to acknowledge my administrative, middle and senior managerial staff at the USAf
office, without whom the management of our projects and stakeholder relations would be impossible.
I thank you all and look forward to sustained, if not even better, productivity in 2019.

Ahmed Bawa
Chief Executive Officer
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PART ii:

PERFORMANCE ON
STRATEGIC PRIORITIES
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Introduction
The Operations and Sector Support unit in USAf’s National Directorate can rightly be described as
the engine room of the organisation. It supports the projects and activities of USAf’s operational
structures – five strategy groups and eight communities of practice – and houses the Higher
Education Leadership and Management (HELM) programme. The Matriculation Board also reports
to the director of this unit. The HELM programme and the Matriculation Board are two of the three
programmes implemented by USAf in 2018.
In 2018, a new programme was added to USAf. Even though the Entrepreneurship Development
in Higher Education (EDHE) programme is being implemented outside of Operations and Sector
Support, it is a USAf programme, nonetheless, and is therefore also reported on in this section.
Finally, also reported on in this section are projects co-ordinated from the Office of the USAf CEO.
They conclude this section and pave the way for Part III of the Report.

2.1. Strategy groups
The main function of the strategy groups, which comprise experts from the public universities in South Africa in their specific
area of focus and are chaired by vice-chancellors, is to provide strategic advice to the USAf Board, and by extension
the universities, on key sectoral issues. The main issues dealt with by these advisory structures in 2018 are indicated below.
In 2018 the Funding Strategy Group (FSG) focused on the issues indicated below, in most instances in collaboration with
the Finance Executives Forum (FEF). Regular engagement with the DHET strengthened the work of the FSG.
Defining a research project to determine the appropriate level of funding for higher education in South Africa
(taking into account that it is expected to produce highly skilled citizens) to enable its research and innovation
outputs and the other roles that universities play in South Africa. Funding has been secured for the project, which
commences in 2019.
Working towards sustainable financial support for students with a focus on the newly introduced DHET bursary
scheme administered by the National Students’ Financial Aid Scheme (NSFAS) and other NSFAS matters, the piloting
of the Ikusasa Students’ Financial Aid Programme (ISFAP) and the DHET’s fee adjustment subsidy.
Actively engaging with the DHET on the development of a proposed fee regulation policy framework.
Participating in the deliberations of a joint USAf-DHET working group that was established to further attend to the
proposed new funding framework for public universities.
Developing dashboard financial indicators for the system in collaboration with the FEF.
Commissioning a study on the economic impact of universities for which a researcher was contracted. The focus
of the study is on the national impact as well as looking at what kind of machinery would be necessary to conduct
local studies of this nature. The study is expected to be completed in 2019.
Updating the higher education price index (HEPI).
Clarifying the VAT dispensation for universities including the substantial financial impact the 1% VAT increase in 2018
has had on universities.
Rationalising enterprise management systems in the sector in order to reduce development cost and possibly
licensing fees.
Addressing the norms and standards for student housing that are considered to be too high and unaffordable for
universities. The FSG continues to engage with the DHET regarding the norms and standards. It will also consider
diversified student accommodation models.
Raising concerns about the negative impact of the amended B-BBEE scorecard on universities. A task team of the
FEF has prepared a detailed submission for consideration by the Department of Trade and Industry (DTI).
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In 2018 the focus of the Transformation Strategy Group (TSG) was on the issues indicated below. It engaged regularly with
the DHET and the Ministerial Transformation Oversight Committee (TOC).
-

-

-

Considering ways of addressing growing concerns about what is perceived to be the exclusionary nature of
the institutional culture of universities. As a result the TSG has established a project team of sector specialists and
members to conceptualise a project on the reconstitution of institutional culture by (a) focusing on the design of
the universities around our students and staff and (b) building models of universities that are seriously engaged in
the local context in which they find themselves.
Implementing the transformation barometer – a diagnostic and self-measuring tool for the university sector – in
collaboration with the Transformation Managers’ Forum.
Addressing the Strategic Policy Framework on Disability for the Post-school Education and Training System that was
gazetted on 6 April 2018 and that could have major implications for universities in terms of access and associated
costs.
Promoting the role of the Institutional Forum at higher education institutions, whose primary function is to advise the
Council and Senate and to exercise oversight.
Promoting academic freedom through USAf’s affiliation to Scholars at Risk, an international network of institutions
and individuals whose mission is to protect scholars and promote academic freedom in various parts of the world.
The TSG plans to determine the capacity of the South African higher education system to take in refugee students
and academics and to develop a protocol for this. A project on academic freedom and institutional autonomy will
also be considered.

The Research and Innovation Strategy Group (RISG) continued its focus on funding for research and innovation, research
infrastructure, a framework for the measurement of innovation, a system-wide policy for internationalisation, capacity
development for the purposes of transformation and inter-institutional collaboration, as well as hosting a Research and
Innovation Dialogue event. During its meetings the RISG regularly engaged with the DHET, the DST and the National
Research Foundation (NRF).

The R & I conference has become a premier event on the USAf
calendar, yielding firm recommendations and clear plans of action for
the sector every second year, under the leadership of the RISG.
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-

-

The biennial Research and Innovation Dialogue was held on 31 May and 1 June and attended by both the Minister
of Science and Technology and the Minister of Higher Education and Training. The themes of the Dialogue were
(a) postgraduate training and funding, and (b) doctoral training and support. International speakers from the
Association of Commonwealth Universities (ACU) and the International Council for Science (ICSC) gave keynote
addresses, and opportunities for future collaborations were explored.
The salient issue of developing the capacity of early career researchers was explored. A study to establish the research
profile of lecturers and senior lecturers in South Africa’s public universities, as well as the current impediments to and
incentives for research by academics, was concluded. The study was undertaken by the Centre for Research on
Evaluation, Science and Technology (CREST). The results of the study will be utilised to determine ways in which the
number, diversity and representivity of active emerging researchers can be increased.

The three-day workshop between USAf, Universities UK and the National Research Foundation (NRF) saw about 55 delegates
engaging on priorities and opportunities for collaboration on doctoral training. Universities UK deployed research heads
from no fewer than 14 universities to the Pretoria workshop. The rest of the delegates were drawn from senior executives
and heads of research at SA universities, the Department of Higher Education and Training, the Department of Science and
Technology and the National Research Foundation. Work on doctoral training is also co-ordinated by the RISG.

-

-
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Work on the implementation of doctoral training centres in partnership with Universities UK continued. Key areas of
collaboration are Mathematics, Statistics, Data Information Sciences, Food Security and Energy Security.
A seminar to plan the 4th Japan Universities Forum (SAJU) Conference was held with the Centre for Japanese
Studies, the National Research Foundation (NRF), the Japanese Embassy, the University of Tsukuba and other
strategic partners. The 4th SAJU Forum Conference will be held in South Africa and will encourage existing and new
research collaborations between South Africa and Japan.
Members of the RISG attended to give input at the summit held in November on the Draft White Paper for Science,
Technology and Innovation.
The NRF is reviewing the current rating system for researchers and has requested the RISG to participate in the
reference group that will shape this process.
The RISG oversees the implementation of the second phase of the Rural Campuses Connection Project for which
a grant of R71 million was made available by the DHET in 2015. The objective of the project is to provide access
circuits to connect rural university campuses to the South African National Research Network (SANReN). The project
is nearing completion and by 31 December 2018 only 14 of the planned 107 sites had not yet been connected. At
the end of October 2018, 459 individuals from 24 universities had participated in RCCP II capacity-development
activities aimed at ensuring that the ICT infrastructure at connected sites can be maintained and that the improved
internet connectivity can be utilised optimally.
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USAf, in collaboration with the University of the Free State’s Centre for Teaching and Learning,
produced the three reports above to facilitate understanding on the students we are enrolling
on our campuses, what they expect, what strengths they bring along and what institutions can
do to meet these expectations. USAf’s objective is to encourage adaptation of institutional
cultures to address the needs of these students to enhance their learning experience and
optimise their success. The value of these reports lies in Deans and Heads of Departments
taking charge to familiarise their staff with the data, and to encourage them to use the data
to influence their teaching approaches and the way they interact with students, for optimum
results. The Understanding Students reports were a project of the Teaching and Learning
Strategy Group (TLSG).

In 2018 the Teaching and Learning Strategy Group (TLSG) continued to engage with issues relating to the curriculum,
educational technology, ethical use of data for predictive and management purposes, and enhancing the student
learning experience.
-

-

-

-

The TLSG paid particular attention to the student experience and in collaboration with the University of the Free
State’s Centre for Teaching and Learning, issued aggregated data reports for the sector on data from the South
African Survey of Student Engagement (SASSE).
This strategy group continued to provide oversight for the National Benchmark Tests (NBT) project until the conclusion
of a service level agreement in November 2018. A national consultative workshop with stakeholders was held on 5
November, where institutions reflected on lessons learnt and how teaching and learning can be improved by using
the data from the NBTs. The NBT will continue to run as a project of the Centre for Higher Education Development.
It was also brought to the attention of the TLSG that there is a global shift towards the development of custom
digital publications, accompanying online assessment resources and other innovative solutions such as online
laboratories. The TLSG will continue to monitor new developments and implementation models in publishing.
The TLSG engaged with the Council on Higher Education (CHE) to develop a framework for programme accreditation
that will increase the efficiency of the accreditation process.
This strategy group also regularly engaged with the DHET on policy and programme matters such as the UCDP.
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			2.2. Communities of practice
Communities of practice provide a platform for the sharing of information, knowledge and concerns, and for collaboration
between institutions to address common issues. They focus on operational matters rather than strategic matters. Their
membership comprises individuals from the public universities that are responsible for the same support function, e.g.
human resource management, or academics working in the same discipline, e.g. Mathematics.
As indicated above, the Finance Executives’ Forum (FEF) collaborated closely with the FSG on a variety of matters during
2018. This Forum regularly engaged with the DHET, the Auditor-General’s office and Statistics South Africa. In addition
to the matters already indicated, the FEF is represented in a task team working on the National Site Licence and Open
Access Project which is aimed at reducing the high cost of processing charges for the publication of and access to
scholarly and research articles through alignment with the global open access movement.
Significant activities of the Transformation Managers’ Forum (TMF) in 2018 included the following:
Participating in a well-attended and successful Transformation Colloquium held on 3 September in Johannesburg.
The theme of the colloquium was “Social cohesion and transformation in SA HEIs – Collective reflections”.
Establishing an Employment Equity Network of specialists to deal with employment equity issues and other related
matters.
Being represented in a ministerial commission on gender-based violence to review the relevant policies and
strategic programmes in the university and technical and vocational education and training (TVET) sectors.
Engaging regularly with the DHET on policy, such as the Strategic Policy Framework on Disability for the Post-school
Education and Training System, which was gazetted on 6 April 2018.
In 2018, the Teaching and Learning of Mathematics Community of Practice (TLM CoP) and the Community of Practice for
African Languages (CoPAL) held quarterly meetings, hosted on a rotational basis by different universities, and continued to
address agreed priority areas. Both of these structures provided a valuable platform for academics and practitioners from
universities to build collegial relationships and share good practice. The DHET has been actively involved in the meetings
of both CoPs and supports these initiatives. These two structures are linked to the TLSG. An online communication platform
was developed via the USAf website where resources can be shared, events planned and communication maintained
between members.
-

The TLM CoP continued to focus on the teaching and learning of mathematics, especially at first-year level, to
improve student success. The use of technology in teaching and learning was a key area.
The CoPAL focused on language policies at universities, terminology and translation.

Members of the Community
of Practice for the Teaching
of African Languages (CoPAL)
gathered at Fort Hare University
for their meeting in March 2018.
CoPAL members are dedicated
to collective action and the
sharing of best practices in
incorporating African languages
into pedagogy and the curriculum
and to ensuring that well framed
language policies are developed
and implemented at all the
country’s public higher education
institutions. The CoPAL working
groups made remarkable progress
during the year in addressing these
priorities.
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In 2018 the Human Resource Directors’ (HRD) Forum attended to a range of issues including the following:
-

The employment of foreign nationals with respect to challenges being experienced with the implementation of
immigration regulations and the restrictions imposed by South African labour legislation.
Capacity development for human resource (HR) practitioners, managers and leaders.
Sectoral workforce planning including the anticipated impact of the 4th Industrial Revolution on the university
sector’s workforce.
Remuneration practices in the university sector.
Skills planning and development in the sector including the development of a competency framework.
Health and wellness issues in the sector.

The forum regularly engaged with representatives of government and industry.
The Skills Development Facilitators’ (SDF) Forum specifically attends to matters relating to compliance with South Africa’s
skills development legislation. It continued to have regular and constructive engagements with the Education and
Training Development Practices Sector Education and Training Authority (ETDP SETA) in 2018. Important activities in this
year included the following:
-

-

The SDF meeting in March included a session called “Knowledge Café Engagements” dealing with employee
engagement, change management, employee wellness and talent, performance and learning and development.
In 2017 the SDF initiated the development of a Student Administration Occupational Qualification in response to the
lack of a formal qualification for higher education administrators. The application for an occupational qualification
was submitted to the Quality Council for Trades & Occupations (QCTO) in April 2018, but was rejected on the
grounds that other qualifications were available. The SDF is exploring other options and an engagement is planned
with the QCTO and the Association for Advanced Academics.
Subsequent to a skills audit and training needs analysis conducted among staff employed by universities to render
services that had previously been outsourced, a memorandum of agreement was signed between the ETDP SETA
and the Safety and Security Sector SETA (SASSETA) for funding the training of security staff over a three-year period.

The focus of the Education Deans’ Forum (EDF) is teacher education. It regularly engages with both the Department
of Basic Education (DBE) and the DHET as well as the South African Council for Educators (SACE) on matters relating to
professional practice and teaching standards. The following were highlights in 2018:
-

-

-

The EDF hosted its colloquium on 8 November at the University of Pretoria. The theme was “Teacher Professionalisation
in South Africa”, taking into account what the SACE has been proposing in terms of teaching standards. The
colloquium was an opportunity for a vibrant discussion on important issues with respect to professionalism and
standards. The proceedings started and ended with a problematisation of the standards in different ways and
the postulation that they were not the only element shaping teacher education as there was also a performance
component to evaluation.
The third annual Basic Education Lekgotla from 22 to 24 January was attended by 470 delegates. The theme of the
lekgotla was “Equipping learners with knowledge and skills for a changing world”. Seven key recommendations
emerged from the eight commissions which convened after a plenary session. The EDF was well represented in the
relevant commissions.
Matters for engagement and deliberation in 2018 included research ethics protocols and Department of Health
policy, the status of the National Teacher Education and Development Committee and international private
teacher education models in South Africa.

On 16 and 17 April the University of the Western Cape (UWC) hosted the 2018 Registrars’ Imbizo for the registrars of the
26 public universities and affiliated private higher education institutions in Cape Town. The following issues were on the
agenda:
-

Financial support for students, particularly the newly introduced DHET bursary scheme administered by NSFAS, and
other NSFAS issues
Governance in universities
Implications for universities of the Protection of Personal Information Act (POPIA)
Cyber security
The draft bill for the planned Central Application Service.
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			2.3. USAf programmes
2.3.1. The HELM programme
The Higher Education Leadership and Management (HELM) programme, whose overarching objective is to ensure that
the system is endowed with appropriately trained leaders and managers who will be able to steer these institutions
towards a preferred future in an effective and efficient manner, has been
operational in various forms since 2003. Drawing on the findings and
recommendations of two external reviews of the programme since
2003, the programme was reconceptualised in 2015 and a
concept document on the revitalisation of the programme
in the period 2016-2020 was accepted in principle by the
USAf Board in March 2016.
Dr Oliver Seale, Director: HELM, took up this position in
August 2018, bringing with him renewed energy and
big plans. Dr Seale was involved with USAf before,
initially from 2002 to 2006 during the Higher Education
South Africa (HESA) era as the head of HELM, and,
then from July 2015 to April 2016, as acting Chief
Executive Officer at the time of HESA’s transitioning to
USAf, culminating in the appointment of Prof A Bawa.

Following the inclusion of HELM in the DHET’s UCDP, which was introduced in 2018, considerable time was devoted to
developing a plan for HELM for 2018-2020. HELM is funded by the University Capacity Development Grant. What follows
are some programme highlights of 2018.
-

-

-

-
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On 5 July a thematic workshop titled “Towards more integrated and strategic skills planning in the higher education
sector” was held in Johannesburg. The participants included HR directors, skills development facilitators and
academic or teaching and learning directors.
Two workshops for deans titled “Leading and managing in the contemporary university: The key role of the Dean
and his/her team”, took place on 9 and 10 July in Cape Town and 12 and 13 July in Johannesburg. A total of 51
deans and deputy deans participated in these workshops which were facilitated by an international expert.
A specialist short course for HR leaders and managers in the higher education sector was developed and offered to
19 selected HR directors, deputy directors and managers from 5 to 9 November. This course has been recognised for
continuous professional development (CPD) purposes and certified by the SA Board for People Practices (SABPP).
On 6 and 7 November a workshop on the role of data analytics in higher education leadership, management
and administration was held for vice-chancellors, and on 8 November a workshop on ‘‘design thinking’’ was held
for institutional planners. Both workshops were held in Pretoria and were facilitated mainly by representatives of
Georgia State University in the USA. These events were funded from a Kresge Foundation grant, which USAf applied
to advance high-level leadership engagements and other support activities for vice-chancellors in 2018 and 2019.
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Following a reconceptualisation and
redesigning recess, the HELM Programme
took off on high note in 2018, with no fewer
than nine training events taking place
from June to November of the year in
review. Institutional planners are here seen
engaging in an interactive exercise at the
design thinking workshop facilitated by
Professor Sukhwant Jhaj, from the University
of Portland in the United States, in November.

-

-

-

-

Two events were planned
and offered to heads of schools and academic
departments. The first, in Cape Town (1 and 2
November), was attended by 45 participants. Given
the huge demand for this programme, a repeat event
was held in Johannesburg (4 and 5 December), which 48
participants attended.
HELM and EDHE co-hosted the Leadership Seminar on Entrepreneurial Education on 22 and 23 November, attended
by 35 participants. The event was financially supported by the British Council and the facilitators were from Coventry
University in the UK.
A workshop for deputy vice-chancellors, deans and directors of research was held on 28 and 29 November in
Johannesburg. The aim of this workshop was to provide a national consultative platform for engagement, and to
identify developmental needs and appropriate interventions that support and enhance research integrity and
ethical practices at individual, institutional and sectoral levels. There were 25 participants. Follow-up events are
planned for 2019.
Training needs analyses (TNAs) for heads of schools and academic departments were designed and implemented
in October and December. These had an average response rate of 84%. The data from these surveys will be used
to inform future interventions for this group of academic leaders. A TNA was also undertaken in the HR Directors’
Development Programme, which informed its design and learning content.
USAf was assisted by an external expert to conceptualise and begin to develop a HELM theory of change and
monitoring and evaluation framework, to be developed further and finalised by the end of February 2019.
Exploratory discussions were held with potential international partners including the Kresge Foundation, British
Council, Ranmore (UK), HERS Institute (USA) and University of Bath, local organisations such as CHEC, Ali Mazrui
Centre, HERS-SA, CAMPROSA and Inyathelo, and individual higher education institutions. Discussions will be
continued in 2019.

2.3.2. The Matriculation Board
The Higher Education Act 101 of 1997 provides for the functions of the Matriculation Board to determine minimum general
university admission requirements, better known as matriculation endorsement requirements, which are published in
the Government Gazette. In fulfilling this mandate the Matriculation Board finalised 35 609 matriculation exemption
applications to non-traditional and mature-age applicants as well as applicants with foreign school exit qualifications in
2018. In addition, 3 167 walk-in applicants were assisted during the year. The Matriculation Board services the 26 public
universities as well as 18 affiliated private higher education institutions.
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In 2018 the members of the Joint Admissions Committee and Matriculation Board were Prof Henk de Jager (Chairperson),
Mr H Amoore (Acting Chairperson: Matriculation Board), Prof S Howie, Prof C Loock, Prof C Foxcroft, Dr D Mokoena, Dr
G Vinger, Prof C Foxcroft, Ms C Myburgh, Ms C Crosley, Ms N Dlamini (SATN representative), Dr M Rakometsi (Umalusi
representative), Ms S Ferndale (private higher education institutions’ representative) and Dr B Kramer (USAf – ex officio).
The issues dealt with by this structure in 2018 included the following:
-

-

-

Members of the Admissions Committee served with other university representatives in the various structures dealing
with the DHET’s Central Application Service (CAS) project.
A member of the Admissions Committee was appointed to a DHET task team established after high-level discussions
on the future of the designated subject list – subjects in which a minimum level of achievement is required by most
universities for admission.
The Admissions Committee consulted, on an ongoing basis, with the DHET regarding the dissolution of the Committee
of University Principals (CUP), the Committee of Technikon Principals (CTP) and the Matriculation Board (MB) in
terms of Section 74 of the Higher Education Act. The following documents were submitted to the DHET for further
action:
*
USAf’s proposal on the future of the Matriculation Board
*
Regulations for the proposed Higher Education Admissions Agency
*
Regulations for student records, academic transcripts, certificates of conduct and statements of financial
standing
*
Regulations for credit accumulation and transfer (CAT)
*
Regulations for the minimum requirements for admission into undergraduate higher certificate, national
certificate, diploma, national diploma and bachelor studies.
The Admissions Committee submitted proposals to the USAf Board for:
*
A new regulation for mature-age exemption for holders of the NSC, NC(V) and Amended Senior 		
Certificate SC(A)
*
A draft notice on the minimum admission requirements for the amended Senior Certificate and designated
subject list
*
The expanded list of acceptable subjects being offered for the Cambridge International Examinations 		
(CIE) to include the equivalent to all 20 credit NSC subjects not previously accepted, as ungrouped but
recognised subjects
*
How to deal with foreign qualifications, not accredited by the relevant quality council, being offered in
South Africa.

The Matriculation Board also organised and provided administrative and financial support for the Registrars’ Imbizo held
in 2018.
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Every year, registrars of all 26 public universities gather in one place to discuss administrative,
governance and regulatory issues pertinent to their portfolio. For example, they could look at issues
such as the role of a university Council or the impact of the Protection of Personal Information Act
(POPIA) and the planned central application service on functions of the Registrar portfolio. They also
share best administrative practices. Registrars take turns in hosting and chairing this meeting and, in
2018, the Registrars’ Imbizo was hosted at the University of the Western Cape from 16-17 April.

2.3.3. The EDHE programme
The Entrepreneurship Development in Higher Education (EDHE) programme was established at the end of 2016 in
the University Education Branch of the DHET. The programme was a direct response to growing graduate and youth
unemployment but also considered the resources available at universities, the national drive for small and medium
enterprises and the need for third-stream income at universities. The EDHE programme has since been formalised and
funded through the UCDP. In June 2018, the programme was relocated to USAf and is being implemented alongside
USAf’s other programmes.
In keeping with the spirit and intent of UCDP, the goals of the EDHE programme were set to enable an integrated approach
to capacity development across three focus areas, namely student development; staff development and programme
or curriculum development:
-

-

Goal 1: Student entrepreneurship. Mobilise the national student and graduate resource to create successful
enterprises that will ultimately lead to wealth and job creation.
Goal 2: Entrepreneurship in academia. Support academics in instilling an entrepreneurial mindset in all students
through the offering of relevant knowledge, transfer of practical skills and the application of business principles to
specific disciplines. This should take place both through the curriculum and through research.
Goal 3: Entrepreneurial universities. Create a conducive environment for universities to adapt strategically and
embark on projects whereby third-stream income can be generated through innovative business ideas. In the
context of an entrepreneurial university, students will be more likely to develop an entrepreneurial skills set and
mindset.
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2.3.3.1.

Milestones realised in 2018

Programme staffing
Dr Norah Clarke, who had done most of the work towards the formalisation of the EDHE programme since October
2016, was appointed in USAf as Programme Director of EDHE from 1 July 2018. A project manager responsible for project
planning, monitoring and reporting, project risk management and the online presence of EDHE soon followed in the person
of Mr Rudi van der Merwe on 1 September 2018, alongside Ms Zamaswazi Shabangu, who was appointed Administrative
Officer from 1 August 2018. The Administrator provides general office support
and manages financial aspects and service provider engagement. Her
role has expanded significantly to include procurement, personal
assistance and project support duties.

Following the relocation of the EDHE Programme to USAf, Dr
Norah Clarke (centre), EDHE Programme Director, joined USAf
formerly on 1 July 2018. Soon thereafter, the Programme
acquired Mr Rudi van der Merwe, Project Manager (left)
on 1 September, and Ms Zamaswazi Shabangu,
Administrative Officer (right), came on board
from 1 August 2018.

Stakeholder engagement
Stakeholder engagement in EDHE is carried out to identify and interact with new and existing stakeholders to create
partnerships for the benefit of entrepreneurship at universities. It is also undertaken to identify best practices which should
lead to the development of knowledge products and their distribution in universities. Engagement events in the year
under review served various purposes, the first of which was to advance the work of communities of practice (CoPs)
formed during 2017 and set to meet biannually. The CoPs are intended to collect, analyse and share best practices
from various events and stakeholders and to promote entrepreneurship development activities nationally and generate
practice outputs for distribution to universities. Three such CoPs, which met in March and in June, were the CoP for Student
Entrepreneurship, the CoP for Entrepreneurship in Academia and the CoP for Entrepreneurial Universities.
The second type of stakeholder engagement took place in intra-university indabas, or platforms, with potential to assist
with the identification and communication of entrepreneurship initiatives and collaboration among role players in an
institution. These indabas could be useful when universities are ready to plan the establishment of their own centralised
entrepreneurship entities, be it a hub, centre, incubator or other vehicle. Three such indabas took place at the Tshwane
University of Technology (TUT), the Durban University of Technology (DUT) and the University of South Africa (UNISA).
Initiatives of this nature will be supported by the EDHE office as needed in future and will be a focus area in 2019.
Stakeholder engagement in EDHE also occurs to establish private and public partnerships. Collaboration with privatesector entities and non-profit organisations (NPOs) working in entrepreneurship development has been ongoing since the
inception of EDHE. Local private-sector and NPO partners have been instrumental in the execution of projects such as
#SEW2018 and the roadshow.
Growing international interest in EDHE manifested when the programme, through USAf, received a grant from the United
States Embassy for a University Commercialisation and Venture Development Collaborative, a division of the United States–
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South African Higher Education network. This initiative is aimed at bringing together individuals involved in the university
commercialisation and venture finance fields from the US and South Africa to develop opportunities to enhance bilateral
collaborative activities in university-based enterprise development. A partnership with the British Council saw the latter
find and secure funding for international facilitators, both for the EDHE Lekgotla 2018 and the University Entrepreneurship
Development Leadership Workshop.
As a result of positioning the EDHE programme in USAf, opportunities for access to and engagement with universities
have amplified. EDHE will be working closely with the newly established USAf World of Work Strategy Group and will be
participating in the upcoming USAf Higher Education Conference.
The EDHE Lekgotla 2018 was hosted from 27 to 29 June in collaboration with the University of Cape Town’s Centre for Higher
Education Development and Career Service. This event brought stakeholders in EDHE together to share learning, latest
developments, trends, best practices and available solutions in entrepreneurship at universities. The lekgotla approach
differs from an academic conference in its practice-based, collaborative and inclusive nature.

The EDHE Lekgotla 2018, the second such event since the EDHE
Programme was founded in 2016, packed the University of Cape Town’s
New Lecture Hall on the Upper Campus to capacity.
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The event was an expanded version of the EDHE Lekgotla 2017, with additional aspects added to the programme such
as a one-day bus tour to a number of key points of entrepreneurship interest and learning in the Western Cape University
area. Another first at the Lekgotla was the inclusion of a one-day Student Entrepreneurs Indaba, with approximately
40 student entrepreneurs representing their different universities. In addition to learning from leaders, student delegates
also provided input into the EDHE programme. This resulted in the decision to launch a Student Entrepreneurs Forum for
students in good academic standing who also run their own businesses. This forum will function as a CoP and the intention
is that it will be activated and operational at the beginning of 2019.
The first University Executive Leadership workshop took place on 22 and 23 November and was attended by 40 delegates
from 20 universities. Meant to become an annual affair, the event provided a national platform for executive leadership
from the different universities to engage on university entrepreneurship development. The facilitators, Prof Gideon Maas
and Dr Joan Lockyer from Coventry University in the UK, were funded by the British Council. A report about the workshop
was shared with the EDHE CoP.
Awareness creation
USAf also undertook two projects specifically to create awareness of the EDHE programme.
The first was the annual Student Entrepreneurship Week (#SEW2018), aimed at raising awareness among students of
entrepreneurship as a career and a means to participate in the economy. #SEW2018 was organised by the EDHE CoP
for Student Entrepreneurship with assistance from academics and support professionals at most universities. The theme of
#SEW2018 was “Student entrepreneurship – the best of both worlds”. The national launch was generously hosted by TUT
in August and attracted significant media attention. In addition to the main launch, individual institutions also held their
own #SEW2018 events, mainly during August and September. The numbers of students reached through these initiatives
ranged from 50 to 1 500, depending on institutions, campuses and the duration of programmes.
Following a successful #SEW2018, the EDHE programme launched the first one-day #SEW2018 Roadshow, from 21
September to 12 October, at ten universities. This country-wide roadshow had the same objectives as the #SEW2018
project in general, but was primarily aimed at reaching students at more remote universities. The edutainment programme
consisted of celebrity motivational speakers and entrepreneurship-focused activities. As with internal university #SEW2018
programmes, business (idea) pitching competitions proved to be a key activity, with R10 000 prize money per participating
university.
More activities to raise visibility of the EDHE programme are on the cards for implementation in 2019.

2.3.3.2.

Conclusion

Although the inclusion of entrepreneurship development in the five-year strategic plans of universities is essential, the
enabling role of vice-chancellors and deputy vice-chancellors in the development of entrepreneurship at universities must
not be underestimated. Where executive leaders endorse and support the contribution of champions for entrepreneurship
in their institutions, the increased impact is visible. We applaud vice-chancellors who lead by example and empower staff
and students towards entrepreneurship development.
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			2.4. Projects coordinated
			
from the office of the CEO
2.4.1.

Creating opportunities for students

2.4.1.1.

Commonwealth Scholarships

Universities South Africa (USAf) acts as the National Nominating Agency for South African citizens who wish to pursue
master’s or doctoral studies in the United Kingdom (UK) under the Commonwealth Scholarship and Fellowship Plan. For
the 2018 academic year, South Africa was invited to submit 50 nominations to the plan, of which not more than 22
applications should have been for doctoral studies.
The South African Selection Panel consists of representatives from USAf, the Department of Higher Education and Training
(DHET) and the British Council. Convened by USAf, the selection panel met on 19 March 2018 to evaluate the 120 eligible
applications received with a view to selecting the final number of applications to be considered by the Scholarship
Commission in the UK.
Out of the 50 candidates nominated by South Africa, 24 were finally selected, of whom 18 accepted the offer to undertake
their studies, either at master’s or doctoral level, in the UK in the 2018/19 academic year.
On 21 August 2018, the British Council and USAf co-hosted a pre-departure event for the 2018 cohort of scholars. Three
people who spoke at this event congratulated this class for successfully securing the Commonwealth Scholarship. Professor
Ahmed Bawa, USAf CEO, said, “I know a few people who could not secure this opportunity. That’s how competitive this
scholarship is. It is also an indication of how brilliant you lot are, so congratulations! You really must feel privileged.” Ms Anita
Khan, British Council’s Higher Education Programme Manager, assured
the Class of 2018 that they were about to undergo a life-changing
experience. “You are not just about to experience teaching
and research at top-ranked institutions; you are also joining
a worldwide network of highly skilled professionals.”
The scholars had earned this award, Ms Khan said,
“through the fantastic track record you’ve all
demonstrated, including leadership prowess.
Commonwealth emphasises
development
with a purpose. You have also been selected
for your potential to return to South Africa to
serve, to continue engaging with others and
to contribute to this country’s development.”

Out of the 24 candidates selected by
the Scholarship Commission, 18 accepted
the offer to undertake their studies either
at Master’s or Doctoral level, in the UK for
the 2018/19 academic year. About 14 of the
18-member Class of 2018 attended their predeparture briefing event co-hosted by USAf and
the British Council on 21 August 2018. From 2019,
the DHET will take back the role of administering the
Commonwealth Scholarship.
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On behalf of the DHET, Ms June-Rose Ngcobo, Deputy Director: Scholarship Management, said, “I feel privileged to
be standing in front of the high-calibre students that you are. We are proud of you – knowing that you will succeed on
this journey. We’re aware that especially those of you aspiring to work in academia will bring back lots of great ideas
stemming from your exposure to world-renowned researchers. We therefore wish you only the best.”
In terms of an agreement reached between USAf and the DHET, 2018 marked the final year – after more than 20 years –
that USAf performed the role of nominating agency for the Commonwealth Scholarship. The decision was informed by
a number of changes and shifts in focus in the DHET, which included the establishment of the Directorate: Scholarship
Management, whose role it is to coordinate scholarships for South Africans to study abroad. This development placed
the DHET in good stead to reclaim the responsibility of nominating agency. This change was also in line with international
practices, as most Commonwealth countries’ nominating agencies are in their governments. This arrangement will be
implemented for the 2019/2020 scholarship intake.

2.4.1.2.

Seeds for the Future Programme

Through the Seeds for the Future programme, Huawei exposes students to cutting-edge technologies such as 5G, LTE and
cloud computing, and also to hands-on practice in Huawei’s most advanced laboratories in China. The students also
have an opportunity to familiarise themselves with Chinese culture and gain cross-cultural work experience in a global
business environment. During the scheduled visits to Huawei’s laboratories in China, international students can interact
with the giant’s staff and witness live demonstrations of the latest ICT technologies
For the third year in a row, USAf assisted the Department of Telecommunications and Postal Services (DTPS) and Huawei to
promote the Seeds for the Future Programme in South Africa’s public universities with a view to identifying 10 information
technology students who would participate. The programme was held over a three-week period which started on 5
October 2018 in Beijing and extended to Shenzhen.
The programme content focused of the following areas:
-

Mobile internet application and development trends
3G, 4G, 5G network voice service experience and supporting intelligent network
Internet/IPTV/VOIP/video call experience
Cloud technology, internet of things (IoT), e-commerce and Huawei technology support devices.

The 2018 intake included students from Central University of Technology (CUT), Durban University of Technology (DUT),
Nelson Mandela University (NMU), Sol Plaatje University, University of KwaZulu-Natal, University of Limpopo and University
of Mpumalanga. It has since been reported to USAf that Huawei went on to offer job opportunities to two students, who
are now in the company’s employ.

2.4.2.		

Policy positions

In line of USAf’s mandate to develop and contribute to policy positions on higher education matters to strengthen
teaching and learning, research and community engagement activities, USAf developed a number of policy commentary
documents during 2018. They are now discussed.

2.4.2.1.

The National Qualifications Amendment Bill

The Minister of Higher Education and Training published the Draft National Qualifications Amendment Bill 2016 (GN No
1423 of 18 November 2016) for comment. The Bill seeks to combat fraudulent qualifications and to require SAQA to keep
a register of such qualifications and the transgressors in this regard. USAf submitted comments on the draft Bill in early 2017,
suggesting that the Bill was ill conceived.
The Bill attempts to address several issues, some of which include resolving the ongoing conflict between SAQA and
the three quality councils, as well as fraudulent qualifications. If enacted, the Bill would require future employers and
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educational institutions to verify foreign qualifications. SAQA will be requested to verify all foreign qualifications, at a fee.
In USAf’s view, this is a wholly impractical recommendation.
The DHET presented the Bill to the Portfolio Committee on Higher Education and Training (PPC on HET) on 1 August 2018
and the PPC on HET invited written comments on the amended Bill until 28 August 2018. USAf submitted its comments on
that date.
USAf was then invited to make an oral presentation on its submission to the PPC on HET on 5 September 2018. The USAf
delegation was led by Dr Sizwe Mabizela.
The USAf presentation made it clear that while supporting the objectives of the Bill, it could not support the Bill as drafted.
USAf believes that the Bill will not achieve much of what it sets out to do and will have adverse unintended consequences
for employers, for educational institutions and for SAQA itself. USAf therefore submitted an alternative Bill for the PPC of HET
to consider. By the end of the financial year, the Bill was still to be considered by the National Council of Provinces (NCOP).
USAf will continue with its engagements on the Bill in 2019.

2.4.2.2.

Employment Equity Amendment Bill and Regulations

The Employment Equity Amendment Bill (“EE Bill”) as well as the draft Employment Equity Regulations (“draft regulations”)
were published on 21 September 2018 for public comment. Interested and affected parties were invited to submit written
representations on the proposed amendments by 20 November 2018. USAf subsequently consulted with the 26 public
universities in order to develop its representation to the Department of Labour on the EE Bill and draft regulations.
USAf acknowledged that transformation in the workplace was not yet at the level that was envisaged when the
Employment Equity (EE) Act came into operation. USAf indicated its support for any initiative that would speed up this
process and its commitment to contribute to rectifying the imbalances created by the past. USAf submitted comments on
both the EE Bill and draft regulations. The following are the main issues raised by USAf in relation to the EE Bill:
-

-

The definition of a designated employer (section 1 (1)(a)) is limited by the exclusion of employers with fewer than
50 employees but who meet the prescribed turnover threshold. Section 14 is also deleted, thereby removing the
option that a non-designated employer previously had to voluntarily comply with Chapter III (Affirmative Action)
of the EE Act. USAf was of the view that this will have very limited impact on universities as they have more than
50 employees. There is however a potential impact on universities’ procurement policies, as some SMME vendors
or service providers may no longer be regarded as designated employers and they will no longer have to comply
with Chapter III of the EE Act. USAf has taken note of this amendment which might necessitate that procurement
processes be reconsidered by universities. Also, service providers should be informed of the provisions as their noncompliance could lead to non-compliance by the universities.
National economic sectors (section 15A) may be identified as well as numerical targets subsequently established
for these sectors. These numerical targets may differentiate between occupational levels, regions within a sector
or on the basis of other relevant factors. Before such targets are set, prior consultation with the sectors is required
and interested parties will also be allowed to comment. Furthermore, the numerical goals set by an employer in its
EE Plan must in future comply with the sectoral numerical target. USAf strongly recommended that the Department
of Labour institute a comprehensive consultation process with all universities prior to setting the EE targets for higher
education. These consultations should also involve other government departments, such as the DHET, Trade and
Industry, and Home Affairs, as interested parties in determining critical skills for the country.

The following are the main issues raised by USAf in relation to the draft regulations:
-

Regulation 7A is inserted to provide for the relevant criteria to be taken into account when the Minister sets sectorspecific numerical targets. These criteria include the level of knowledge and experience, labour turnover rate
and recruitment as well as promotional trends in the sector. USAf presumes that the Department of Labour will be
approaching universities for data and that USAf should be consulted on the numerical targets. However, it is not
clear how this data process will unfold and this should be clarified well in advance.
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-

In terms of the annual report to the Department on EE Plan progress, certain changes are proposed, such as the
reporting window for online reporting (September to 15 January), notifying the Department by the last working day
of October if unable to report timeously, and once the report is filed, the Department must provide the employer
with a letter either accepting, rejecting or indicating the errors in the report. “Organs of state” (which include
universities) must now also publish a summary of the report in their annual financial reports using EEA10. USAf has
informed member universities to take note of the changes in reporting windows and that universities are now also
obliged to ensure that a summary of the report is published in their annual financial reports.

2.4.2.3.

Post-School Education and Training Information Policy

The draft policy was published for public comment in the Government Gazette on 1 June 2018. The policy will be applicable
to all public post-school education and training institutions (PSETIs); the definition of PSETIs includes universities. USAf and all
public universities thus have an interest in this draft policy.
The draft policy introduces the Higher Education and Training Management Information System (HETMIS). The Higher
Education Management Information System (HEMIS) and the Higher Education and Training Information System (HETIS)
will remain but will be subsystems of HETMIS. The draft policy makes it clear that the object of HETMIS will be to provide
information for public use. The policy sets down as a principle that there should be public access to HETMIS data, except
for personal information (as defined by the Protection of Personal Information Act (POPIA), where HETMIS will ensure
that privacy and confidentiality are maintained. The draft policy furthermore sets out the obligations of the different role
players: the DHET, the CEOs of PSETIs, the HETIS officer in the DHET and PSETI data managers. The CEO of each PSETI (in
the case of universities, the vice-chancellor) will have to designate a PSETI data manager, whose role is to ensure that
the required data is collected and submitted. This formalises existing HEMIS practice and locates responsibility with a
designated institutional data manager.
USAf welcomed the policy and its emphasis on ensuring systemic data, on having this data available for the purposes of
monitoring and evaluation of the public PSET sector, of making this data available to the public and researchers and for
the envisaged Information Standards Committee. USAf drew attention to the need for data on the private PSET sector and
on private PSETIs; any assessment of needs and achievements in higher education in South Africa cannot be complete
without a detailed understanding of the private PSET sector. By the end of the financial year, the DHET was still in the
process of finalising the policy.

2.4.2.4.

Recognition of Prior Learning (RPL) Draft Policy

On 26 October 2018, SAQA published a notice in the Government Gazette inviting public comment on amendments to
the National Policy on the Implementation of the Recognition of Prior Learning adopted by SAQA in terms of the NQF Act
and published in the Government Gazette in 2015.
The draft amended policy suggests that there are two main forms of RPL, which reflect its different purposes and processes:
-

RPL for access: to provide an alternative access route into a programme of learning, professional designation,
employment and career progression
RPL for credit: to provide for the awarding of credits for, or towards, a qualification or part-qualification registered
on the NQF.

The draft amended policy further sets out 10 principles of what it terms a holistic approach to RPL. These principles
include widely accepted ideas about RPL and its application, but they also suggest that qualifications (as well as partqualifications and professional designations) may be awarded entirely through RPL, and that records of achievement
should make no distinction between a credit or exemption (if given) on the grounds of RPL and a credit obtained through
work at an educational institution.
The draft policy also sets out the responsibilities of the Council on Higher Education (CHE) and universities (and all other
educational institutions) for the implementation of RPL in terms of the draft policy.
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Finally, in a set of “minimum criteria”, the draft policy suggests that a minimum criterion that should apply to RPL
implementation would be: “Certificates should be issued for qualifications, part-qualifications and professional designations
awarded through RPL; and should not specify that the achievement was obtained through RPL.”
USAf stressed the point that South Africa’s universities have long practised forms of RPL in that advanced standing has
routinely been given to candidates who have the necessary background but do not have the formal qualifications
required for admission as higher degree candidates. The granting of advanced standing does not, here or elsewhere
in the university world, lead to the award of any form of certification. The past two decades have seen the adoption of
policies and procedures at all universities for the application of RPL to ensure fair access. Forms of testing for RPL have
been developed and used at most universities. There is a strong commitment to RPL as a tool for ensuring access.
USAf’s main concern with the draft policy is that it allows for the award of a formal HE qualification up to the level of a
PhD on the basis of RPL. USAf believes that awarding a university qualification on the basis of RPL is wrong. USAf is of the
view that:
-

-

The clauses in the existing CHE policies on RPL and credit accumulation and transfer (CAT) are appropriate for the
HE sector, and there are “substantive epistemological reasons and concerns that relate to the quality and integrity
of the higher education enterprise that support” that position
The CHE policies on RPL and CAT are consistent with the provisions of the NQF Act and the Higher Education Act.

The award of a university qualification requires and implies more than the mastery of immediately demonstrable skills;
it requires of candidates that they have developed in such a way as to be able to apply their knowledge and skills
effectively both inside and outside an academic context.
In addition to the above, USAf also submitted comments on other sections of the draft policy. The concerns raised in the
USAf submission were also formally raised with the Minister of Higher Education and Training.
In 2019, USAf will continue with its engagements with the CHE, DHET and SAQA to discuss areas of concern with the draft
policy.
USAf’s position papers on the above-mentioned policies are available on the website.
USAf will continue its engagements with the DHET and other relevant government departments on future legislative and
policy changes that may have an impact on the higher education sector.

2.4.3.		

Initiatives in support of the higher education sector

2.4.3.1.

POPIA – code of conduct for public universities

The Protection of Personal Information Act (POPIA), South Africa’s data protection law, was enacted in 2013. Certain
sections of POPIA have already taken effect, but not the section that creates compliance requirements. A grace period
of one year is given to fully comply with the Act after the commencement date (to be proclaimed by the President in
due course).
Section 63 of POPIA allows an industry to issue a code of conduct which must apply the principles of POPIA to that
industry. The development of such a code for public universities was commissioned by USAf in 2018.
The purpose of the code is to:
-

Increase the level of privacy protection in the industry by aligning the industry’s approach to information governance,
and particularly privacy, with that of the information regulator
Ensure uniform and industry-appropriate implementation of POPIA by assisting public universities to achieve
compliance with POPIA and develop joint strategies to promote good information governance
Provide for the responsible use of personal information in the industry.
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USAf established a task team to drive and oversee the process of developing the draft industry code.
A national consultative workshop was held on 6 June 2018 to discuss an approach and broad framework for the code.
The workshop was attended by two representatives from each of the 26 public universities.
With the first phase of this project nearing completion, the first draft of the code was completed and submitted to the task
team for review at the end of 2018.
The task team would finalise the code in early 2019, after which it would be circulated for comment to universities, and
consultative and regional workshops would be held to introduce the code to the sector.
Once the effective date of POPIA is announced, the code will be submitted to the Information Regulator for approval.
This process involves further stakeholder engagement as well as an opportunity for the public to make submissions.
If the code is approved by the Regulator it becomes binding on the industry. This process can only commence once
section 63 of POPIA becomes effective on a date still to be announced by the Regulator. Meanwhile, USAf has started a
process of engagement with the Regulator.

2.4.3.2.

Scholarly presses

In 2018, the CEO of USAf commissioned a study on South African scholarly presses. The main purpose of the study was to
assess the importance of university presses to universities and to South Africa’s research and scholarly system, and the
opportunities and costs of running a university press in the 21st century. The terms of reference were for the report to reflect
on:
-

Existing studies and reviews of South Africa’s university presses
The governance models and staffing of the presses
The quality of the processes and content produced by the presses
Local and international marketing
Where South African academics prefer to publish
The prospects for Open Access, and its forms of funding
The business models of the presses
The future sustainability of the presses.

For the purposes of this report, the following scholarly presses were identified for review:
-

Wits University Press
University of KwaZulu-Natal University Press
UNISA University Press
UCT University Press
HSRC Press
African SUN Media.

Professor Johan Muller, a Research Fellow of USAf, was appointed to conduct the study. The methodology of the study
included a questionnaire that had to be completed by the scholarly presses and a round of interviews with the respective
presses during September and October 2018.
The study was due to be completed in early 2019 and engagements will be held around the outcomes and recommendations
from the study in the months to follow.

2.4.4.

Stakeholder engagement

As part of its advocacy mandate, USAf engaged with several stakeholders in the course of 2018. These included the DHET,
CHE, Portfolio Committee on Higher Education and Training, and the National Student Funding Aid Scheme (NSFAS).
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2.4.4.1.

Minister of Higher Education and Training

In the year under review, USAf met twice with the Minister of Higher Education and Training.
The meeting held on 14 June mostly focused on:
-

The DHET Bursary Scheme and NSFAS, and the financial aid crisis
The Framework for the Regulation of Fee Increases
Student accommodation
Revisiting postgraduate student and research funding
The National Site Licence and Open Access Project.

On 23 November, the Minister called a meeting with USAf (vice-chancellors) and chairs of council to discuss proposals
for fee increases (tuition and accommodation) for the 2019 academic year, as well as to arrive at an agreement for
developing a fee-regulatory framework for 2020 onwards.
USAf also participated in the Minister’s roundtable on campus safety and security, which was held on 18 October in
Johannesburg.

2.4.4.2.

PPC on Higher Education and Training

In the year under review, USAf was invited to make a presentation to the Parliamentary Portfolio Committee (PPC) on
Higher Education and Training on 30 May, which focused on NSFAS, and especially on the allocation of upfront payments
to universities in 2017/18, roll-out of the students-centred model and payment of outstanding allowances due to students.
The Committee invited USAf to a follow-up meeting on 16 August.
USAf was also invited to the Portfolio Committee on 5 September to present its submission on the NQF Amendment Bill. The
delegation was led by Dr Sizwe Mabizela, Chairperson of the Teaching and Learning Strategy Group.

2.4.4.3.

Department of Higher Education and the National Student Financial Aid Scheme

USAf had regular interactions with these two entities on a variety of issues important to the sector. Notably, the USAfDHET-NSFAS task team, which had been established to create a common platform where NSFAS-related issues could be
addressed, met at least every second month in 2018. These meetings mostly addressed the outstanding issues from the
2017 close-out period and monitored the 2018 application process.
In addition, USAf engaged with other government departments and agencies on matters related to its core functions.
These included the departments of Science and Technology, Health, Basic Education, Home Affairs, and Trade and
Industry, the National Research Foundation and the Competition Commission.
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PART iii:

USAf’S GOVERNANCE
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3.1. USAf Board of Directors
The Board of Directors of USAf comprises the 26 vice-chancellors of all public universities. As custodians of USAf’s strategy,
risk management, performance and business continuity, the Board has put in place mechanisms to ensure sufficient
oversight of the organisation’s financial management, reporting, internal
financial controls and risk management. They have also put measures
in place for the prevention of fraud and related other risks.
During 2018, the Board lost four vice-chancellors, namely
Dr Max Price (University of Cape Town, second from left),
who retired; Prof Peter A Mbati (University of Venda),
who also retired; Prof Cheryl de la Rey (University
of Pretoria, third from right), who took up a vicechancellorship position at an institution in New
Zealand and Dr Albert van Jaarsveld (University of
KwaZulu-Natal, second from right), who assumed
leadership of an organisation based in Austria,
Europe.
In the same year, the Board welcomed Professors
Sibongile Muthwa and Tshilidzi Marwala who, from
1 January 2018, filled the vice-chancellor positions
vacated during 2017 at Nelson Mandela University
and the University of Johannesburg, respectively. Dr
Duma Malaza took up the reins at the Mangosuthu
University of Technology in May 2018, whereas Prof
Mamokgethi Phakeng assumed the University of Cape
Town’s vice-chancellorship from 1 July 2018. Dr Chris Nhlapo,
who had been acting as vice-chancellor at the Cape Peninsula
University of Technology (CPUT) since 2017, was appointed formally to
this position with effect from 1 July 2018.

The Board also welcomed as new directors, (from left) Professor Tshilidzi Marwala, Dr Duma Malaza and Professor Sibongile
Muthwa. Professor Mamokgethi Phakeng (second from right), who was already appointed as successor to Dr Max Price, would
only take up her position on 1 July, as would Dr Chris Nhlapo (far right), who was confirmed as Vice-Chancellor of CPUT from 1
July.

The USAf Board, responsible for the strategic direction of this organisation, meets three times a year: in March, June and
October. It performs its oversight functions through the five governance committees discussed below.
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3.2. The Executive Committee (EXCO)
EXCO is an eight-member committee that maintains general oversight of the organisation’s business between meetings
of the Board of Directors.
In 2018, EXCO was made up of the following members:
-

Prof Thandwa Mthembu (Chairperson) – Vice-Chancellor and Principal, Durban University of Technology
Prof Wim de Villiers (Vice-Chairperson) – Vice-Chancellor and Principal, Stellenbosch University
Prof Yunus Ballim (Chairperson of the Transformation Strategy Group) – Vice-Chancellor and Principal, Sol Plaatje
University
Dr Max Price (Chairperson of the Funding Strategy Group) – Vice-Chancellor and Principal, University of Cape
Town, until he retired in June
Prof Cheryl de la Rey (Chairperson of the Research and Innovation Strategy Group) – Vice-Chancellor and Principal,
University of Pretoria
Dr Sizwe Mabizela (Chairperson of the Teaching and Learning Strategy Group) – Vice-Chancellor and Principal,
Rhodes University
Dr Albert van Jaarsveld (Chairperson of the Finance and Investment Committee) – Vice-Chancellor and Principal,
University of KwaZulu-Natal, until he resigned in September
Prof Ahmed Bawa – CEO, USAf (ex officio member)

3.3. Audit and Risk Committee
This Committee is the last independent line of review for the integrity of all major risk and internal control systems. The
Committee supports the Board in its oversight functions as they pertain to financial reporting, systems of internal control,
management of financial risk, audit processes and monitoring compliance with financial laws and regulations.
In 2018, the Committee comprised six members, as listed below:
-

Ms Faiza Maijet (Chairperson)
Mr Saleem Kharwa – Durban University of Technology
Mr Shai Makgoba – University of Cape Town
Dr Albert van Jaarsveld – University of KwaZulu-Natal

3.4. Finance and Investment Committee
This Committee oversees the organisation’s financial strategy and policy and the establishment and performance of
internal controls at the Executive Office’s operational level. It also ensures overall compliance with investment restrictions
and the mandate as approved by the Board.
In 2018, members of this Committee were:
-

Dr Albert van Jaarsveld (Chairperson) – University of KwaZulu-Natal, until September
Prof Carolina Koornhof – University of Pretoria
Dr Doeke Tromp
Mr Manie Regal – University of the Western Cape
Ms Amanda Kort – University of the Witwatersrand
Prof Ahmed Bawa – CEO, USAf (ex officio member)
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3.5. HR and Remuneration Committee
This Committee oversees USAf’s HR strategy and policy. It establishes and maintains a policy for competitive, fair, equitable
and market-related compensation. It is entrusted with the responsibility to render USAf an attractive employer able to
attract and retain appropriate expertise. It reviews annual remuneration packages of employees and recommends
adjustments, where necessary. The Committee also advises the Board on any HR matters in the USAf office.
In 2018, members of this Committee were:
-

Prof Mahlo Mokgalong (Chairperson) – University of Limpopo
Ms Mokuele Moretlo – Tshwane University of Technology
Ms Patience Mushungwa
Dr Kgomotso Kasonkola – University of the Witwatersrand
Mr Victor Mothobi – Stellenbosch University
Prof Ahmed Bawa – CEO, USAf (ex officio member)

3.6. Joint Admissions and Matriculation Board 					
Committee
This is the only committee with a statutory function. It advises not only the Board but also the Minister of Higher Education
and Training on the regulation of minimum requirements for admission into higher education. The Committee develops
and maintains optimal strategies of admissions regulation. It also monitors and reports on system readiness, enrolment
trends, policies and best practice benchmarking and equivalence setting activities. The Committee approves the budget
and annual financial statements of the Matriculation Board and recommends exemption certification application fees to
the Board for approval.
In 2018, members of this Committee were:
-

Prof Henk de Jager (Chairperson, Joint Admissions Committee) – Central University of Technology
Mr Hugh Amoore (Acting Chairperson, Matriculation Board Committee) – Retired Registrar and Consultant
Prof Cheryl Foxcroft – Nelson Mandela University
Prof Sarah Howie – Stellenbosch University
Prof Coert Loock – University of Pretoria
Dr Dan Mokoena – Vaal University of Technology
Dr Gift Vinger – University of the Free State
Ms Carol Crosley – University of the Witwatersrand
Ms Cila Myburgh – University of Pretoria
Dr Berene Kramer – USAf (ex officio member)

Observer members:
-
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Dr Mafu Rakometsi – Umalusi
Ms Ntokozo Dlamini (SATN representative) – Central University of Technology
Ms Shirley Ferndale – representing private higher education institutions
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3.7. Legal Advisory Committee
Established in 2013 to advise the Board on matters of a legislative nature, this Committee reviews legislation, policies and
regulations that have implications for the higher education sector, and provides legal advice and input to USAf in order to
respond to emerging legislative issues. The Committee enables USAf to promote the interests of the university sector and
fulfil its advocacy and related responsibilities.
As at 31 December, 2018, members of this Committee were:
-

Prof Rob Midgley (Chairperson) – Vice-Chancellor of Walter Sisulu University
Mr Hugh Amoore – Retired Registrar
Mr Gerhard Lipp – Stellenbosch University
Mr James Botha – North-West University
Mr Nkosi Bhule – Vaal University of Technology
Ms Nita Lawton-Misra – University of the Western Cape
Prof Mike Somniso – University of Fort Hare
Prof Patrick O’Brien – University of Johannesburg
Mr Shervaan Rajie – University of the Western Cape
Prof Ahmed Bawa – CEO, USAf (ex officio member)
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PART iV:

FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 DECEMBER 2018
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4.1. General information
PUBLIC UNIVERSITIES SOUTH AFRICA NPC
(REGISTRATION NUMBER 2005/013211/08)
CONSOLIDATED ANNUAL FINANCIAL STATEMENTS FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 DECEMBER 2018
Country of incorporation and domicile
Name of business and principal activities

South Africa
Carrying on public-benefit activity of education and
development

Directors

Prof Nkongwane Stoffel Nhlapo
Prof Hendrik Johannes de Jager
Prof Thandwa Zizwe Mthembu
Dr Enoch Duma Malaza
Prof Sibongile Winnie Frieda Muthwa
Prof Ntate Daniel Kgwadi
Prof Ahmed Cassim Bawa
Dr Sizwe Mabizela
Prof Christiaan Rudolph de Beer
Prof Yunus Ballim
Prof Willem John Simon de Villiers
Prof Lourens Rasmus van Staden
Prof Tshilidzi Marwala
Prof Nehemiah Mashomanye Mokgalong
Prof Thokozile Mayekiso
Prof Mandlenkosi Stanley Makhanya
Prof Sakhela Maxwell Buhlungu
Prof Tyrone Brian Pretorius
Prof Adam Mahomed Habib
Prof Xoliswa Antoinette Mtose
Prof John Robert Midgley
Prof Francis William Petersen
Prof Ndodomzi Gordon Zide
Prof Rosina Mamokgethi Phakeng

Registered office

Hadefields Office Park
Floor, Block B
1267 Pretorius Street
Hatfield, Pretoria, 0083

Bankers

ABSA Bank Limited

Auditors

PricewaterhouseCoopers
Chartered Accountants (SA)
Registered Auditors

Level of assurance

These consolidated annual financial statements
have been audited in compliance with the
applicable requirements of the Companies Act 71 of
2008.
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FINANCIAL STATEMENTS FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 DECEMBER 2018

4.2. Audit and Risk Committee report
This report is provided by the Audit and Risk Committee appointed in respect of the 2018 financial year of Public Universities
South Africa NPC.

4.2.1. Members of the Audit and Risk Committee
The members of the Audit and Risk Committee are all independent non-executive directors of the group and include:

Name			Position

Changes			Institution

Ms Faiza Majiet		

Chairperson					

Mr Shai Makgoba

Member 					

University of Cape Town

									

- Finance Executive:

									

Risk and Relationship Management

Mr Charles Matumba

University of the Witwatersrand

Member

Appointed 24 October 2018

									

- Senior Finance Manager

Dr Albert van Jaarsveld

University of KwaZulu-Natal

Member

Resigned 30 September 2018

									

- Vice-Chancellor and Principal

Mr Saleem Kharwa

Durban University of Technology

Member

Appointed 24 October 2018

									
Prof Francois Petersen

Member

Appointed 24 October 2018

- Chief Risk Officer
University of the Free State

									

- Vice-Chancellor and Principal

Mr Prakash Desai

University of the Witwatersrand

Member

Resigned 13 August 2018

									

- Chief Financial Officer

4.2.2. Meetings held by the Audit and Risk Committee
The Audit and Risk Committee performs the duties laid upon it by Section 94 (7) of the Companies Act 71 of 2008 by
holding regular meetings with key role players and by granting unrestricted access to the external auditors.

4.2.3. External auditor
The Committee satisfied itself through enquiry that the external auditors are independent as defined by the Companies
Act 71 of 2008 and under the standards stipulated by the auditing profession. Requisite assurance was sought and
provided by the Companies Act 71 of 2008 that internal governance processes in the firm support and demonstrate the
claim to independence.
The Audit and Risk Committee in consultation with executive management agreed to the terms of the engagement. The
audit fee for the external audit has been considered and approved taking into consideration such factors as the timing
of the audit, the extent of the work required and the scope.

4.2.4. Consolidated annual financial statements
Following a review of the consolidated annual financial statements, the Audit and Risk Committee recommends their
approval by the Board.

4.2.5. Effectiveness of internal control
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The system of internal control applied by the entity over financial reporting and risk management is effective, efficient
and transparent. From the audit report on the financial statements and the management report of the external auditors, it
was noted that no matters were reported that indicated any material deficiencies in the system of internal control or any
deviations from it. Accordingly, the Audit and Risk Committee can report that the system of internal control over financial
reporting for the period under review was efficient and effective.

Ms Faiza Majiet
Chairperson – Audit and Risk Committee
Pretoria
20 June 2019
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4.3. Directors’ responsibilities and approval
The directors are required in terms of the Companies Act 71 of 2008 to maintain adequate accounting records and are
responsible for the content and integrity of the consolidated annual financial statements and related financial information
included in this report. It is their responsibility to ensure that the consolidated annual financial statements fairly present the
state of affairs of the group as at the end of the financial year and the results of its operations and cash flows for the period
then ended, in conformity with international financial reporting standards. The external auditors are engaged to express
an independent opinion on the consolidated annual financial statements.
The consolidated annual financial statements are prepared in accordance with international financial reporting standards
and are based on appropriate accounting policies consistently applied and supported by reasonable and prudent
judgements and estimates.
The directors acknowledge that they are ultimately responsible for the system of internal financial control established by
the group and place considerable importance on maintaining a strong control environment. To enable the directors
to meet these responsibilities, the Board sets standards for internal control aimed at reducing the risk of error or loss in a
cost-effective manner. The standards include the proper delegation of responsibilities within a clearly defined framework,
effective accounting procedures and adequate segregation of duties to ensure an acceptable level of risk. These
controls are monitored throughout the group and all employees are required to maintain the highest ethical standards in
ensuring the group’s business is conducted in a manner that in all reasonable circumstances is above reproach. The focus
of risk management in the group is on identifying, assessing, managing and monitoring all known forms of risk across the
group. While operating risk cannot be fully eliminated, the group endeavours to minimise it by ensuring that appropriate
infrastructure, controls, systems and ethical behaviour are applied and managed with predetermined procedures and
constraints.
The directors are of the opinion, based on the information and explanations given by management, that the system of
internal control provides reasonable assurance that the financial records may be relied on for the preparation for the
consolidated annual financial statements. However, any system of internal financial control can provide only reasonable,
and not absolute, assurance against material misstatement or loss.
The directors have reviewed the group’s cash flow forecast for the year to 31 December 2019 and, in the light of this
review and the current financial position, they are satisfied that the group has or has access to adequate resources to
continue in operational existence for the foreseeable future.
The external auditors are responsible for independently auditing and reporting on the group’s consolidated annual
financial statements. The consolidated annual financial statements have been examined by the group’s external auditors
and their report is presented on pages 48 to 49.
The consolidated annual financial statements, which have been prepared on the going concern basis, were approved
by the Board on 21 June 2018 and were signed on its behalf by:

Chairperson

Chief Executive Officer

Pretoria
20 June 2019
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4.4. Independent auditor’s report
to the shareholders of Public Universities South Africa NPC
pwc

4.4.1. Opinion
We have audited the consolidated annual financial statements of Public Universities South Africa NPC, which comprise
the statement of financial position as at 31 December 2018, and the statement of profit or loss and other comprehensive
income, statement of changes in equity and statement of cash flows for the year then ended, and notes to the
consolidated annual financial statements, including a summary of significant accounting policies.
In our opinion, the consolidated annual financial statements present fairly, in all material respects, the financial position
of Public Universities South Africa NPC as at 31 December 2018, and its financial performance and its consolidated and
cash flows for the year then ended in accordance with international financial reporting standards and the requirements
of the Companies Act 71 of 2008.

4.4.2. Basis for opinion
We conducted our audit in accordance with International Standards on Auditing (ISAs). Our responsibilities under those
standards are further described in the Auditor’s responsibilities for the audit of the consolidated and separate financial
statements section of our report. We are independent of the company in accordance with the Independent Regulatory
Board for Auditors Code of Professional Conduct for Registered Auditors (IRBA Code) and other independence
requirements applicable to performing audits of consolidated annual financial statements in South Africa. We have fulfilled
our other ethical responsibilities in accordance with the IRBA Code and in accordance with other ethical requirements
applicable to performing audits in South Africa. The IRBA Code is consistent with the International Ethics Standards Board
for Accountants Code of Ethics for Professional Accountants (Parts A and B). We believe that the audit evidence we have
obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for our opinion.

4.4.3. Other information
The directors are responsible for the other information. The other information comprises the Directors’ Report and the Audit
Committee’s Report as required by the Companies Act 71 of 2008, which we obtained prior to the date of this report.
Other information does not include the consolidated annual financial statements and our auditor’s report on them.
Our opinion on the consolidated and separate financial statements does not cover the other information and we do not
express an audit opinion or any form of assurance conclusion thereon.
In connection with our audit of the consolidated annual financial statements, our responsibility is to read the other
information and, in doing so, consider whether the other information is materially inconsistent with the consolidated
annual financial statements or our knowledge obtained in the audit, or otherwise appears to be materially misstated. If,
based on the work we have performed, we conclude that there is material misstatement of this other information, we are
required to report that fact. We have nothing to report in this regard.

4.4.4. Responsibilities of the directors for the consolidated annual financial statements
The directors are responsible for the preparation and fair presentation of the consolidated and separate financial
statements in accordance with international financial reporting standards and the requirements of the Companies Act 71
of 2008, and for such internal control as the directors determine is necessary to enable the preparation of consolidated
and separate financial statements that are free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error.
In preparing the consolidated and separate financial statements, the directors are responsible for assessing the group’s
ability to continue as a going concern, disclosing, as applicable, matters related to going concern and using the going
concern basis of accounting unless the directors either intend to liquidate the group or to cease operations, or have no
realistic alternative but to do so.
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4.4.5. Auditor’s responsibilities for the audit of the consolidated and separate
financial statements
Our objectives are to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the consolidated and separate financial statements
as a whole are free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error, and to issue an auditor’s report that
includes our opinion. Reasonable assurance is a high level of assurance, but is not a guarantee that an audit conducted
in accordance with International Standards on Auditing (ISAs) will always detect a material misstatement when it exists.
Misstatements can arise from fraud or error and are considered material if, individually or in the aggregate, they could
reasonably be expected to influence the economic decisions of users taken on the basis of these consolidated annual
financial statements.
As part of an audit in accordance with ISAs, we exercise professional judgement and maintain professional scepticism
throughout the audit. We also:
-

-

-

-

Identify and assess the risks of material misstatement of the consolidated and separate financial statements,
whether due to fraud or error, design and perform audit procedures responsive to those risks, and obtain audit
evidence that is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for our opinion. The risk of not detecting a material
misstatement resulting from fraud is higher than for one resulting from error, as fraud may involve collusion, forgery,
intentional omissions, misrepresentations, or the override of internal control.
Obtain an understanding of internal control relevant to the audit in order to design audit procedures that are
appropriate in the circumstances, but not for the purpose of expressing an opinion on the effectiveness of the
group’s internal control.
Evaluate the appropriateness of accounting policies used and the reasonableness of accounting estimates and
related disclosures made by the directors.
Conclude on the appropriateness of the directors’ use of the going concern basis of accounting and, based on
the audit evidence obtained, whether a material uncertainty exists related to events or conditions that may cast
significant doubt on the group’s ability to continue as a going concern. If we conclude that a material uncertainly
exists, we are required to draw attention in our auditor’s report to the related disclosures in the consolidated annual
financial statements or, if such disclosures are inadequate, to modify our opinion. Our conclusions are based on the
audit evidence obtained up to the date of our auditor’s report. However, future events or conditions may cause
the group to cease to continue as a going concern.
Evaluate the overall presentation, structure and content of the consolidated annual financial statements, including
the disclosures, and whether the consolidated annual financial statements represent the underlying transactions
and events in a manner that achieves fair presentation.

We communicate with the directors regarding, among other matters, the planned scope and timing of the audit and
significant audit findings, including any significant deficiencies in internal control that we identify during our audit.
PricewaterhouseCoopers Inc, 4 Lisbon Lane, Waterfall City, Jukskei View, 2090; Private Bag X 36, Sunninghill, 2157, South
Africa; T: +27 (0) 11 797 4000, F: +27 (0)11 209 5800, www.pwc.co.za
Chief Executive Officer: T D Shango; Management Committee: SN Madikane, JS Masondo, PJ Mothibe, C Richardson, F
Tonelli, C Volschenk. The Company’s principal place of business is at 4 Liston Lane, Waterfall City, Jukskei View, where a
list of directors’ names is available for inspection. Reg. no. 1998/012055/21, VAT Reg. no. 4950174682.
pwc

PricewaterhouseCoopers Inc.
Director: Raj Dhanlall
Registered Auditor
Waterfall City, Johannesburg
21 June 2019
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4.5. Directors’ report
The directors have pleasure in submitting their report on the consolidated annual financial statements of Public Universities
South Africa NPC and the group for the year ended 31 December 2018.

4.5.1. Nature of business
Public Universities South Africa NPC is a non-profit company incorporated in South Africa on 9 May 2005 and started
operations on 1 June 2005. The principal nature of its business is carrying on public-benefit activity of education and
development. On 23 July 2015 the directors changed the name of the company from Higher Education South Africa to
Public Universities South Africa, trading as Universities South Africa.
On June 2005, the Committee of University Principals (CUP), operating as the South African Universities’ Vice-Chancellors
Association (SAUVCA), and the Committee of Technikon Principals (CTP) entered into an agreement with Public Universities
South Africa NPC, in terms of which Public Universities South Africa assumed the non-statutory responsibilities as well as the
administration of the statutory affairs of CUP and CTP, pending the dissolution of these two entities. CUP and CTP are two
entities established in terms of the Universities Act.
There have been no material changes to the nature of the group’s business from the previous year.

4.5.2. Review of financial results and activities
The consolidated annual financial statements have been prepared in accordance with international financial reporting
standards and the requirements of the Companies Act 71 of 2008. The accounting policies have been applied consistently
compared to the prior year, except for the adoption of new or revised accounting standards.

4.5.3. Directorate
The directors in office at the date of this report are as follows:

Director				University					Changes
Dr Nkongwane Stoffel Nhlapo		
Prof Hendrik J Jager 			
Prof Thandwa Z Mthembu		
Dr Enoch Duma Malaza			
Prof Sibongile W F Muthwa		
Prof Ntate Daniel Kgwadi		
Prof Ahmed Cassim Bawa 		
Dr Sizwe Mabizela			
Prof Christiaan R de Beer			
Prof Yunus Ballim			
Prof Willem J S de Villiers			
Prof Lourens R van Staden		
Dr Max Rodney Price			
Prof Tshilidzi Marwala			
Dr Albertus S van Jaarsveld		
Prof Nehemiah M Mokgalong		
Prof Thokozile Mayekiso			
Prof Cheryl de la Rey			
Prof Mandenkosi S Makhanya		
Prof Sakhela M Buhlungu			
Prof Tyrone B Pretorius 			
Prof Adam M Habib			
Prof Amunga P Mbati			
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Cape Peninsula University of Technology		
Central University of Technology
Durban University of Technology
Mangosuthu University of Technology		
Nelson Mandela University 			
North-West University 			
Public Universities SA’s Chief Executive Officer
Rhodes University
Sefako Makgatho Health Sciences University
Sol Plaatje University
Stellenbosch University
Tshwane University of Technology
University of Cape Town				
University of Johannesburg			
University of KwaZulu-Natal			
University of Limpopo
University of Mpumalanga
University of Pretoria				
University of South Africa
University of Fort Hare			
University of the Western Cape
University of the Witwatersrand
University of Venda				

Appointed 1 July 2018

Appointed 1 May 2018
Resigned 1 January 2018

Resigned 30 June 2018
Appointed 1 January 2018
Resigned 30 September 2018

Resigned 31 December 2018

Resigned 31 January 2018
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Prof Xoliswa A Mtose 			
Prof John R Midgley 			
Prof Mamokgethi R Phakeng 		
Prof Francis W Petersen			
Prof Ndodomzi G Zide			

University of Zululand			
Walter Sisulu University 		
University of Cape Town 				
University of the Free State			
Vaal University of Technology			

Appointed 1 July 2018

4.5.4. Directors’ interests in contracts
During the financial year, no contracts were entered into which directors or officers of the group had an interest in, and
which significantly affected the business of the group.

4.5.5. Property, plant and equipment
There was no change in the nature of the property, plant and equipment of the group or in the policy regarding their use.

4.5.6. Events after the reporting period
On 29 March 2017, the directors approved the establishment of a separate entity for the purpose of housing all the
facets of the HIV/AIDS programme. The directors further approved that the entity should be formally registered as a
non-profit company with the Companies and Intellectual Property Commission (CIPC) and that the entity must have its
own memorandum of incorporation, governance structures and management team. The new entity, Higher Education
and Training Health, Wellness and Development Centre, was established as approved by the directors and came into
operation on 1 January 2018. The spin-off had a significant impact on account balances (such as bank, deferred income,
grant income, grant expenditure, etc.) in 2018, but the operating income and expenditure for the period were not
affected.
The directors are not aware of any other material event that occurred after the reporting date and up to the date of this
report.

4.5.7. Going concern
The directors believe that the group has adequate financial resources to continue in operation for the foreseeable future
and accordingly the consolidated annual financial statements have been prepared on a going concern basis.
The directors have satisfied themselves that the group is in a sound financial position and that it has access to sufficient
borrowing facilities to meet its foreseeable cash requirements.
The directors are not aware of any new material changes that may adversely impact the group. The directors are also
not aware of any material non-compliance with statutory requirements or of any pending changes to legislation which
may affect the group.
The future existence of the two controlled entities as separate bodies is dependent on the Minister of Higher Education
and Training who has the authority to dissolve the Committee of Technikon Principals and the Committee of University
Principals.

4.5.8. Auditors
PricewaterhouseCoopers continued in office as auditors for the company and its subsidiaries for 2018.

4.5.9. Date of authorisation for issue of financial statements
The consolidated annual financial statements have been authorised for issue by the directors on 20 June 2019. No authority
was given to anyone to amend the consolidated annual financial statements after the date of issue.
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4.6. Statement of financial position
as at 31 December 2018
						

Group 			

					    2018
					

  2017

R

R

Company

             2018

          2017

R

R

Assets
Non-current assets					
Property, plant and equipment		

1 372 889

1 146 713

900 640

619 513

469 917

626 711

34 895

76 613

Other financial assets		

84 493 928

84 465 448

3 306 476

5 996 615

				

86 336 734        86 238 872          4 242 011          6 692 741

Intangible assets				

Current assets
South African Revenue Service –VAT

1 543 264

2 673 687

1 543 264

2 673 687

--

--

2 467 853

2 311 436

2 321 567

12 461 636

2 061 758

12 402 005

Cash and cash equivalents

102 676 223

106 849 295

68 485 997

71 351 212

				

106 541 054      121 984 618        74 558 872        88 738 340

Related party receivables
Trade and other receivables

Total assets			

  192 877 788      208 223 490        78 800 883        95 431 081

Reserves and liabilities
Reserves
Investment reserve		

30 837 599

29 086 419

--

--

Bursaries and prizes		

27 440 383

26 255 806

--

--

Retained income

75 881 264

70 665 125

24 376 378

23 261 587

134 159 246     126 007 350         24 376 378       23 261 587

Liabilities
Current liabilities
Finance lease liabilities		
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--

25 725

--

--

Trade and other payables

3 913 328

4 935 602

3 034 572

4 497 119

Deferred income		

54 805 214

77 254 813

51 389 933

67 672 375

				

58 718 542        82 216 140        54 424 505        72 169 494

Total equity and liabilities

192 877 788      208 223 490        78 800 883        95 431 081
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4.7. Statement of comprehensive income
Group 			
		

       2018

					

Company

    2017                2018

              2017

R

R

68 785 792

108 219 610

53 612 873

96 171 603

337 680

638 011

148 890

287 508

Operating expenses

(15 272 008)

(13 845 639)

(10 220 065)

(8 513 621)

Grants expended

(30 163 284)

(74 032 746)

(30 163 284)

(74 032 746)

Staff costs

(21 835 717)

(20 426 713)

(13 826 772)

(13 248 861)

Revenue 		
Other income			

Operating surplus

R		

                             1 852 463             552 523            (448 358)            663, 883

Investment income

3 298 072

3 415 065

Unrealised profit / (loss)on investments

3 003 612

4 139 593

Finance costs			
Surplus for the year

R

(2 251)

(46 021)

1 278 156

1 333 575

284 993

--

248 834

(2 312)

                                8 151 896          8 061 160           1 114 791          2 243 980

Other comprehensive income

--

--

--

--

Total comprehensive income for the year   8 151 896          8 061 160           1 114 791          2 243 980
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Procurement
Officer

Administration

Manager:
Human
Resources &

Manager:
Finance

IT Officer

Director:
Finance &
Administration

Senior
Manager
in the CEO’s
Office

Officer

Administrative

Manager:
Corporate
Communications

Matriculation
Board Staff

Acting Senior
Manager:
Matriculation
Board

Director: Higher
Education
Leadership and
Management
(HELM)

Executive
Secretary
to the CEO

Chief
Executive
Officer

Manager:
Sector
Support

Administrative

Project
Manager:
Sector
Support

Officer

Administrative

Officer

Project
Manager

Director:
Entrepreneurship
Development in
Higher Education
EDHE

Sector
Support
Officer

Director:
Operations &
Sector Support

5.1. Office organogram

5.2. Staffing in the USAf office
As at 31 December 2018, USAf had a total of 46 employees, of whom 24 belonged to the Matriculation Board; 18 were in the
National Directorate comprising the Office of the CEO (4); Operations and Sector Support (5); Finance and Administration
(7); the Entrepreneurship Development in Higher Education (3) and HELM (1).

Department

Females

Males

Total

EDHE

2

1

3

HELM

0

1

1

MB

16

8

24

Finance & Admin

5

2

7

Operations & Sector Support

5

0

5

CEO’s Office

3

1

4

31

13

44

USAf staff comprise 31 females and 13 males.
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UNIVERSITIES SOUTH AFRICA
Blocks D & E, Hadefields Office Park
1267 Pretorius Street,
Hatfield, Pretoria
P.O. Box 27392, Sunnyside, Pretoria 0132
Chief Executive Officer: +27 (0) 12 030 0650 / admin@usaf.ac.za
Matriculation Board: +27 (0) 10 591 4401 / applications@usaf.ac.za
Director: Operations and Sector Support: +27 (0) 12 030 0652 / sso@usaf.ac.za
www.usaf.ac.za

